READING LITERATURE
ANCHOR STANDARD
KEY
IDEAS
AND
DETAILS
1. Read
closely
to determine
what the text says
explicitly and to make logical inferences from it;

K

CRAFT
AND
STRUCTURE
4. Interpret
words
and phrases as they are used
in aAnalyze
text, including
determining
technical,
5.
the structure
of texts,
including how
specific
sentences,
and larger
6.
Assess
how pointparagraphs,
of
view or purpose OF KNOWLEDGE AND
INTEGRATION

4. Ask and answer
questions about

1ST

2ND

3RD

4TH

5TH

6TH

7TH

8TH

1. With prompting andsupport,
1. Askask
andandanswer
answerquestions
questionsabout
1. Ask
about
and
keydetails
answersuch
key details
in ainquestions
text.
atext.
1. Ask and
aswho,
answerquestions
what, where,when,
1. Refer
todemonstrateunderstanding
towhy,and
details andexamples
how todemonstrateunderstanding
1. Quoteinofa
accuratelyfrom
a textwhen
text, referringexplicitly
explainingwhat
a1.text
of
Cite
keydetails
whenexplaining
textualevidence
tothe
thetext
text
in asaysexplicitly
asthe
text.
what
to
1.basis
supportanalysis
thetext
Cite several
for
and
says
theanswers.
whendrawinginferences
explicitly
piecesof
of what
andwhen
textual
1.
thetext
Citeevidence
the
drawinginferences
says
textualevidence
from
explicitly
tosupport
thetext.
aswell
analysis
from
that
asmoststrongly
thetext.
inferencesdrawn
ofwhat thesupports
text from
saysexplicitly
ananalysis
the text. asofwell
what
asinferences
thetext saysdrawnfrom
explicitly aswell
the text.
as inferencesdrawn from the text.
2. Analyze
Determine
centralideas
or themesevents,
of atextand
and 2.
analyze
With prompting
theirdevelopment;summarize
andsupport,
2. Retell
retell
stories,including
familiarstories,including
the keysupporting
key
2. Recount
details,and
details
key
stories,including
andideas.
details.
demonstrateunderstanding
2. Recount
fables andfolktales
stories,including
of theircentral
from
2. Determine
diversecultures,
fables,folktales,
message
a themeof
orlesson.
anddetermine
and mythsfrom
a2.story,
Determine
drama,
their
diverse
acentralmessage,
orpoem
themeof
cultures;determine
from
a 2.
story,
Determine
details
lesson,
drama,
inthe
the
ormoral.
aorpoem
text;
themeor
centralmessage,
summarizethe
from
2.
central
Determine
detailsin
idea
lesson,
text.
the
of
a themeor
atext,
ormoral
textand
includinghow
central
and
how
2. Determine
explain
it isconveyed
idea
characters
of
howit
a textand
themeor
isthroughparticular
conveyed
in astory
analyze
central
or
throughkey
itsdevelopment
idea
dramarespond
details;provide
of a textand
detailsto
over
inthe
analyze
challengesor
a thecourse
summary
text.itsdevelopment
ofthe
how
of thethe
text
text;provide
speaker
distinct
over thecourse
frompersonal
ina
anobjective
poemofreflectsupon
thesummary
opinions
text,including
orjudgments.
aofthe
topic;summarize
itsrelationship
text.
the
to thecharacters,
text.
setting,and plot; provide anobjective summary ofthe text.
3.
how
and why individuals,
ideas develop and interact over the course of a 3. With prompting andsupport,
3. Describe
identifycharacters,settings,
characters,settings,
3. Describe
and
andmajorevents
majorevents
howcharacters
in
in
3.aain
Describe
story,
story.
a storyrespond
usingkey
charactersin
details.
to majorevents
3.
a Describe
story (e.g.,
andchallenges.
intheirtraits,motivations,
depth acharacter,
3. Compare
setting,
orfeelings)
andcontrast
oreventand
intwo
3.
aexplainhow
Describe
story
or morecharacters,
or drama,
how
theiradrawing
particular
actionscontribute
settings,
3. Analyze
onstory’s
specific
orevents
howparticular
or
todetails
drama’s
thesequence
in ainstory
plot
theelements
3.
text
unfolds
ordrama,
Analyze
of(e.g.,
events.
in
ofa
aahowparticular
character’s
drawing
series
story orof
onspecific
dramainteract
episodes
thoughts,
lines ofdialogue
details
as
words,
well
(e.g.,
in
asor
thetext
or
howsetting
how
actions).
incidents
the
(e.g.,
characters
shapes
ina
howcharacters
storyor
thecharacters
respond
drama
interact).
orpropel
change
or plot).
theaction,
as the plot
reveal
movesaspectsof
toward aresolution.
a character, orprovoke a decision.
4. Identify words andphrases
4. Describe
in storieshow
orpoems
wordsand
thatsuggest
4.phrases
Determine
feelings
(e.g.,regular
themeaning
orappeal
beats,alliteration,
4.ofDetermine
towords
the senses.
andphrases
themeaning
rhymes,repeated
as4.of
they
Determine
words
areused
lines)
andphrases
themeaning
in
supplyrhythm
a text,distinguishing
as of
4.
they
words
Determine
andmeaning
areused
andphrases
literalfrom
themeaning
in in
aa
text,including
story,poem,
as
non-literallanguage.
4.they
of
Determine
words
areused
those
or song.
andphrases
themeaning
thatallude
in a text,including
as
to4.
ofsignificantcharacters
they
Determine
words
areused
figurativelanguage
andphrases
themeaning
in a text,including
as
found
they
such
of words
inmythology
areused
asmetaphors
figurative
andphrases
in a
(e.g.,Herculean).
andconnotativemeanings;
text,including
andsimiles.
as they areusedin
figurative andconnotativemeanings;
a text,
analyze
includingfigurative
theimpact of aandconnotative
specificword
analyze theimpact
choice
meanings;analyze
ofonmeaning
rhymes andotherrepetitions
and
thetone.
impact ofspecific
of sounds(e.g.,
word choiceson
alliteration)
meaning
on aspecific
andtone, verseor
includinganalogies
stanza of aorpoem
allusionsto
orsection
other
of texts.
a story ordrama.
5. Recognize commontypes
5. Explain
of textsmajordifferences
(e.g.,storybooks,poems).
5. betweenbooks
Describe the overallstructure
that tell storiesand
5. Refer
of to
a books
story,including
parts ofstories,
that giveinformation,
5.describinghow
dramas,
Explain majordifferences
andpoems
drawingon
the beginningintroduces
when
a5.widereading
Explain
betweenpoems,
writingor
how
speaking
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athe
a
seriesof
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storyand
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about
oftext
chapters,
5.andprose,
Analyze
atext,
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endingconcludes
using
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terms
aparticular
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thestructural
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sentence,chapter,
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chapter,
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to provide
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form
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orinto
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each
theoverall
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successivepart
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structureof
structure
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ofbuilds
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more
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textsand
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sections.
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to meaning.
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thediffering
of thetheme,
structure
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setting,
ofeach text
orplot.
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directions) whenwriting
toits meaning
or and
speakingabout
style
a text.
6. With prompting andsupport,
6. Identify
namewho
theauthor
is tellingthe
andillustrator
6.
story
Acknowledgedifferences
at variouspoints
of a storyandindefine
a6.text.
in
Distinguish
thepoints
the role ofeach
their
of view
ownpoint
inofcharacters,including
tellingthe
6. Compare
of view
story.
from
andcontrast
thatof
by speakingin
the
6.
the
narrator
Describe
point aofview
or
different
how
thoseof
from
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voice
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whichdifferent
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6.
foreach
Explain
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how
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an
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author
arenarrated,
of view
6.
reading
develops
Analyze
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how
point
how
anauthor
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events
viewdevelops
6.
of
are
Analyze
the
described.
narrator
andcontrasts
howdifferences
firsta.
or Recognize
speaker
andthird-person
the points
in
inaand
thepoints
text.
describe
ofview
a.
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ofofview
how
differentcharacters
how
of
anauthor’s
thecharacters
anauthor’s
background
geographic
orand
narratorsin
theaudience
and
location
culture
a text.a.
or
affect
orculture
reader(e.g.,
Analyze
hisaffects
or her
stories,drama,
created
perspective.
his or her
throughthe
perspective.
or poems
usebyauthors
of dramaticirony)
whorepresent
creatediverseworld
sucheffects cultures.
as suspense orhumor. a. Analyze fulllengthnovels, shortstories, poems, andothergenres by authors whorepresent diverseworld cultures.

IDEAS
7. Integrate and evaluate content presented in
7. With prompting andsupport,
7. Usedescribe
illustrations
therelationshipbetween
anddetails
7. Use
in a informationgained
storyillustrationsand
todescribe itscharacters,
7.from
Explain
thetheillustrations
story
how
insetting,
whichthey
specific
and
orevents.
aspects
7.
appear(e.g.,
wordsin
Make
of connectionsbetween
aprint
a text’s
what
orillustrations
digital
moment
text
7. Analyze
ina
contribute
todemonstrateunderstanding
the
story
text
how
anof
toillustrationdepicts)
visualand
astory
what isor
conveyed
dramaand
multimediaelements
7. Compare
of
byitscharacters,
the
a visual
and
words
contrast
orcontribute
inoralpresentation
a 7.
setting,
story
the
Compare
experience
(e.g.,
tothe
orplot
create
meaning,
andcontrast
ofof
thetext,
mood,
reading
tone,
emphasize
identifyingwhere
a7.
awritten
orbeauty
Analyze
story, story,drama,
drama,
aspects
the
of aextentto
text
each
orpoem
of(e.g.,graphic
aor
versionreflects
character
which
poem
to listening
atofilmed
itsaudio,
or
novel,multimediapresentation
setting).
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orlive
orviewing
filmed,
production
an
staged,or
audio,
of video,
astory
anddirections
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ofor
orfiction,folktale,
live
drama
version,analyzing
version
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text.
ofmyth,
the text,
poem)
tothe
including
or effects
departsfrom
contrasting
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the text
what
orscript,
unique
they“see”
toeach
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andmedium
“hear”
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when
(e.g.,lighting,
reading
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the
by thedirector
textcolor,or
towhat they
or
camera
actors.
perceive
focuswhen
andangles
theylisten
in afilm).
or watch.
8. Analyze
Delineatehow
andtwo
evaluate
thetexts
argumentand
theevidence.
APPLICABLE TO LITERATURE
9.
or more
address specific claims in a text, including thevalidity of the reasoning as well asthe relevance and sufficiency ofNOT
similar themes
or topics inAND
orderLEVEL
to build OF
RANGE
OF READING
9. With prompting andsupport,
9. Compare
compare
andcontrast
andcontrast
theadventures
9. theadventures
Compare andcontrast
andexperiences
andexperiences
two
9. Compare
orofcharacters
moreversions
ofcharacters
andcontrast
inof
stories.a.
inthe
familiarstories.a.
9.
thesamestory
Compare
themes,settings,
With prompting
andcontrast
(e.g.,
With
Cinderellastories)
and
prompting
andsupport,
9.
the
plots
Compare
treatmentof
ofstories
andsupport,
students
andcontrast
by written
differentauthors
similar
willmake
students
by
themesand
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thesame
9. culturalconnections
Compare
willmake
or
in thesame
author
topics
fromdifferent
culturalconnections
andcontrast
(e.g.,opposition
about
genre
to
thesame
cultures.
9.text
(e.g.,mysteries
texts
Compare
andsel
indifferent
or
of
to similarcharacters
good
text
andcontrast
andself.
andevil)
andadventure
forms orgenres
andpatterns
a9.fictionalportrayal
Analyze
(e.g.,
stories)
(e.g.,
inbooks
how
ofontheir
storiesand
events(e.g.,
amodern
from
of approaches
aatime,place,
series).
poems;
work
the quest)
of historicalnovels
fictiondraws
tosimilar
or character
instories,
themes
on
myths,
anda
themes,patterns
and
andtopics.
historical
fantasystories)
andtraditional
account
of literaturefrom
events,
in ofthe
termsorcharacter
same
oftheir
different
period
approaches
types
as
cultures.
ameans
frommyths,
tosimilar
ofunderstanding
themes
traditionalstories,
andtopics.
howauthors
or religiousworks
of fiction useor
suchalter
as theBible,
history. includingdescribing how thematerial is renderednew.
diverse media and formats, including visually

TEXT
COMPLEXITY
10. Read
and comprehend complex literary and
informational texts independently and
10. Actively engage ingroup
10. reading
With prompting
activitieswith
andsupport,
purposeand
10. Byread
the end
proseand
understanding.
of theyear,
poetry
10.
read
ofappropriate
Byand
thecomprehend
end ofcomplexityfor
theyear,
literature,
10.
read
Bygrade
and
the
including
comprehend
end
1. ofstories
theyear,
literature,
and
10.
read
poetry,
By and
the
including
comprehend
end
in theofgrades
the
stories,
year,
2–3
literature,
dramas,
10.
read
text
Byand
complexity
the
including
and
comprehend
end
poetry,
ofstories,
band
theatyear,
the
literature,
proficiently,
10.
dramas,
high
read
Byend
the
and
including
and
of
with
end
comprehend
the
poetry,
scaffolding
ofgrades
stories,
theyear,
inthe
2–3
literature,
dramas,
10.
as
grades
read
text
needed
Byand
complexity
the
and
4–5
including
comprehend
end
attext
poetry,
the
ofcomplexity
high
band
stories,
the
atyear,
the
end
independently
literature,
dramas,
high
of
read
band
the
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including
proficiently,
and
ofcomprehend
and
the
poems,
grades
proficiently.
stories,
with
in4–5
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the
literature,
dramas,
grades
textcomplexity
and
including
6–8
asneeded
poems,
textband
stories,
complexity
in
atthe
independently
thedramas,
grades
high
band
end
6–8
and
proficiently,
ofand
text
the
poems,
proficiently.
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with
atthe
scaffolding
high
band
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of
asgrades
needed
with
6–8
atscaffolding
the
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complexity
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asofneeded
the
band
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and
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proficiently.
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RESPONDING
TO LITERATUR
11.
Respond to literature
by employing
knowledge of literary language, textual

11. With prompting and 11. Make connections
support, make
between self, text, and

11. Make connections
between self, text, and

11. Recognize and
make connections in

11. Recognize,
interpret and make

11. Recognize,
interpret, and make

11. Recognize,
interpret, and make

11. Recognize,
interpret, and make

11. Interpret, analyze,
and evaluate

K

2ND

3RD
1. Ask and answer
questions to
demonstrate
understanding of a
text, referring
explicitly to the text as
the basis for the
answers.

4TH

5TH

6TH

7TH

8TH

1. Refer to details and
examples in a text
when explaining what
the text says explicity
and when drawing
inferences from the
text.

1. Quote accurately
from a text when
explaining what the text
says explicitly and when
drawing inferences
from the text.

1. Cite textual
evidence to support
analysis of what the
text says explicitly as
well as inferences
drawn from the text.

1. Cite several pieces of
textual evidence to
support analysis
of what the text says
explicitly as well as
inferences drawn
from the text.

1. Cite the textual evidence
that most strongly supports
an
analysis of what the text
says explicitly as well as
inferences
drawn from the text.

2. Determine a
central idea of a text
and how it is
conveyed
2. Identify the main
2. Determine the main 2. Determine two or
through particular
topic of a
2. Determine the main idea of a text and
more main ideas of a
details; provide a
multiparagraph text as idea of a text; recount explain how it is
text and explain
summary of the text
well as the focus of
the key details
supported by key
how they are supported distinct from
specific paragraphs
and explain how they details; summarize the by key details;
personal opinions or
within the text.
support the main idea. text.
summarize the text.
judgments.

2. Determine two or
more central ideas in a
text and analyze
their development over
the course of the text;
provide an objective
summary of the text.

2. Determine a central idea
of a text and analyze its
development
over the course of the text,
including its relationship to
supporting ideas; provide
an objective summary of
the text.

3. Analyze the
interactions between
individuals, events, and
ideas in a text (e.g., how
ideas influence
individuals or events, or
how individuals
influence ideas or
events).

3. Analyze how a text
makes connections
among and distinctions
between individuals,
ideas, or events (e.g.,
through comparisons,
analogies, or
categories).

4. Determine the
meaning of words and
phrases as they are
used in a text,
including figurative,
connotative, and
technical meanings;
analyze the impact of a
specific word choice on
meaning and tone
.

4. Determine the
meaning of words and
phrases as they are
used in a text,
including figurative,
connotative, and
technical
meanings; analyze the
impact of specific word
choices on
meaning and tone,
including analogies or
allusions to other
texts.

READING INFORMATIONAL
ANCHOR STANDARD
KEY IDEAS AND DETAILS

1. Read closely to determine what the text says
explicitly and to make logical inferences from
it; cite specific textual evidence when writing
or speaking to support conclusions drawn from
the text.

1ST

1. With prompting and
support, ask and
answer questions
1. Ask and answer
about key details and questions about key
in a text.
details in a text.

2. With prompting and
2. Determine central ideas or themes of a text support, identify the
2. Identify the main
and analyze their development; summarize the main topic and retell topic and retell key
key supporting details and ideas.
key details of a text.
details of a text

1. Ask and answer such
questions as who,
what, where, when,
why,and how to
demonstrate
understanding of key
details in a text.

3. Describe the
relationship between a
series of historical
events, scientific ideas
or concepts, or steps
in
3. With prompting and
3. Describe the
technical
support, describe the 3. Describe the
connection between a procedures in a text,
connection
connection between
series of historical
using language that
between two
two individuals, events, events, scientific ideas pertains to time,
3. Analyze how and why individuals, events,
individuals, events,
ideas, or pieces of
or concepts, or steps in sequence, and
and ideas develop and interact over the course ideas, or pieces of
information in a text.
technical procedures in cause/effect.
of a text.
information in a text.
a text.
CRAFT AND STRUCTURE

4. Interpret words and phrases as they are
used in a text, including determining technical,
connotative, and figurative meanings, and
analyze how specific word choices shape
meaning or tone.

4. With prompting and
support, ask and
answer questions
about unknown words
in a text.

4. Ask and answer
questions to help
determine or clarify the
meaning of words and
phrases in a text.

5. Know and use
various text features
(e.g., headings, tables
of contents, glossaries,
electronic menus,
5. Analyze the structure of texts, including how
icons) to locate
specific sentences, paragraphs, and larger
key facts or
portions of the text (e.g., a section, chapter,
information
5. Identify the front
scene, or stanza) relate to each other and the cover, back cover, and in a text.
title page of a book.
whole.
6. Name the author
and illustrator of a
text
and define the
role of each in
presenting the ideas
or
information in a
6. Assess how point of view or purpose shapes text.
the content and style of a text.
INTEGRATION OF KNOWLEDGE AND IDEAS

7. Integrate and evaluate content presented in
diverse media and formats, including visually
and quantitatively, as well as in words.*

8. Delineate and evaluate the argument and
specific claims in a text, including the validity
of the reasoning as well as the relevance and
sufficiency of the evidence.

7. With prompting and
support, describe the
relationship
between illustrations
and the text in which
they appear
(e.g., what person,
place, thing, or idea in
the text an
illustration depicts).

6. Distinguish between
information provided
by
pictures or
other illustrations and
information provided
by
the words in a text.

7. Use the illustrations
and details in a text to
describe its
key ideas.

8. Identify the reasons
8. With prompting and
an author gives to
support, identify the
support points in a
reasons an author
gives to support points text.
in a text.

3. Explain events,
procedures, ideas, or
concepts in a
historical, scientific, or
technical text,
including
what happened and
why, based on specific
information in the
text.

4. Determine the
meaning of words and
phrases in a text
relevant to a grade 2
topic or subject area.

4. Determine the
meaning of general
academic and domain
specific words and
phrases in a text
relevant to a grade 3
topic or subject area.

4. Determine the
meaning of general
academic and domain
specific words or
phrases in a text
relevant to a grade 4
topic or subject area

5. Know and use
various text features
(e.g., captions, bold
print, subheadings,
glossaries, indexes,
electronic menus,
icons) to
locate key facts or
information in a text
efficiently.

5. Use text features
and search tools (e.g.,
key words, sidebars,
hyperlinks) to locate
information relevant
to
a given topic
efficiently.

5. Describe the overall
structure (e.g.,
chronology,
comparison,
cause/effect,
problem/solution) of
events,ideas,
concepts, or
information in a text
or
part of a text.

6. Identify the main
purpose of a text,
including what the
author
wants to answer,
explain, or describe.

6. Compare and
contrast a firsthand
and secondhand
account of the same
6. Distinguish their
event or topic;
own
describe
point of view from
the differences in
that
focus and the
of the author of a text. information provided.

7. Use information
gained from
illustrations (e.g.,
maps,
photographs) and the
7. Explain how specific words in a text to
images (e.g., a
demonstrate
diagram showing how understanding of the
a machine works)
text (e.g., where,
contribute to and
when,
clarify
why, and how key
a text.
events occur)
.

8. Describe the logical
connection between
particular sentences
and paragraphs in a
8. Describe how
text (e.g., comparison,
reasons support
cause/effect,
specific points the
first/second/third in a
author makes in a text. sequence).

7. Interpret
information
presented visually,
orally, or
quantitatively (e.g., in
charts, graphs,
diagrams, time
lines, animations, or
interactive elements
on
Web pages)
and explain how the
information
contributes
to an understanding
of
the text in which it
appears.

8. Explain how an
author uses reasons
and evidence to
support particular
points in a text.

3. Explain the
relationships or
interactions between
two or more individuals,
events, ideas, or
concepts in a historical,
scientific, or technical
text based on specific
information in the text.

4. Determine the
meaning of general
academic and domain
specific words and
phrases in a text
relevant to a grade 5
topic or subject area

5. Compare and
contrast the overall
structure (e.g.,
chronology,
comparison,
cause/effect,
problem/solution) of
events, ideas,
concepts, or
information in two or
more texts.

6. Analyze multiple
accounts of the same
event or topic, noting
important similarities
and differences in the
point of view
they represent.

7. Draw on information
from multiple print or
digital sources,
demonstrating the
ability to locate an
answer to a
question quickly or to
solve a problem
efficiently.

8. Explain how an
author uses reasons
and evidence to
support particular
points in a text,
identifying which
reasons and
evidence support
which point(s).

3. Analyze in detail
how a key individual,
event, or idea is
introduced, illustrated,
and elaborated in a
text (e.g.,through
examples or
anecdotes).

4. Determine the
meaning of words
and
phrases as they are
used in a text,
including figurative,
connotative, and
technical meanings.

5. Analyze how a
particular sentence,
paragraph, chapter,
or
section fits into the
overall structure of a
text and contributes
to
the development of
the
ideas.

6. Determine an
author’s point of
view
or purpose in a text
and explain how it is
conveyed in the text

7. Integrate
information
presented in different
media or formats
(e.g.,
visually,
quantitatively)
as well as in words
to develop a coherent
understanding of a
topic or issue.

5. Analyze the
structure an author
uses to organize a text,
including how the
major sections
contribute to the whole
and to the
development of the
ideas.

6. Determine an
author’s point of view
or purpose in a text
and analyze how the
author distinguishes
his or her position from
that of others.

6. Determine an
author’s point of view
or purpose in a text
and analyze how the
author acknowledges
and responds to
conflicting evidence or
viewpoints.

7. Compare and
contrast a text to an
audio, video, or
multimedia version of
the text, analyzing
each medium’s
portrayal of the subject
(e.g., how the delivery
of a speech
affects the impact of
the words).

7. Evaluate the
advantages and
disadvantages of using
different mediums
(e.g., print or digital
text, video, multimedia)
to present a particular
topic or idea.

8. Trace and evaluate
8. Trace and evaluate the argument and
the argument and
specific claims in a
specific claims in a
text, assessing
text, distinguishing
whether the reasoning
claims that are
is sound and the
supported by reasons evidence is relevant
and evidence from
and sufficient to
claims that are not.
support the claims.

9. Compare and
contrast one author’s
presentation of
events
with that of another
(e.g., a memoir
written
by and a biography
on

5. Analyze in detail the
structure of a specific
paragraph in a text,
including the role of
particular sentences in
developing and
refining a key concept

9. Analyze how two or
more authors writing
about the same
topic shape their
presentations of key
information by
emphasizing different

8. Delineate and
evaluate the argument
and specific claims in a
text, assessing
whether the reasoning
is sound and the
evidence
is relevant and
sufficient; recognize
when irrelevant
evidence
is introduced.

9. Analyze a case in
which two or more
texts provide conflicting
information on the
same topic and identify

